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Quality Improvement, An Issue of Clinics in Perinatology 2017-08-21

the guest editors have collaborated on a state of the art presentation of current clinical reviews on quality in neonatal care top experts have prepared articles in the following areas standardizing practices how and why to standardize using checklists measuring variation health informatics and patient safety using statistical process control to drive improvement in neonatal care improving value in neonatal intensive care culture and context in quality of care improving teamwork and resilience has quality improvement improved neonatal outcomes national quality measures in perinatal care perinatal
and obstetric quality initiatives family involvement in quality improvement perinatal quality improvement a global perspective delivery room care
golden hour respiratory care and bronchopulmonary dysplasia reducing incidence of necrotizing enterocolitis alarm safety and alarm fatigue and
patient safety reducing unplanned extubations readers will come away with the clinical information they need improve quality in the nicu

Office-Based Procedures: Part II, An Issue of Primary Care: Clinics in Office Practice, E-Book 2022-02-15

office based procedures part ii an issue of primary care clinics in office practice e book

Podiatric Dermatology, An Issue of Clinics in Podiatric Medicine and Surgery, E-Book 2021-09-21

this issue of clinics in podiatric medicine and surgery guest edited by dr tracey vlahovic will focus on podiatric dermatology this issue is one of four
selected each year by our series consulting editor dr thomas chang topics discussed in this issue include but are not limited to dermoscopy for the
podiatrist plantar verruca disappearing nail bed biofilm and the nail unit the penetration of nail topicals spongiotic dermatitis shoe dermatitis plantar
psoriasis and biologics cutaneous manifestations of the diabetic foot pyoderma gangrenosum elephantiasis nostras verrucosa and lymphedema and
plantar melanoma

ENT Issues, An Issue of Clinics in Perinatology 2018-11-14

along with consulting editor dr lucky jain dr goudy has created a current issue that looks at ent issues with newborns expert authors from top
institutions have submitted clinical reviews on the following topics airway anomalies fetal evaluation and airway management hearing loss and failed
nbhs aspiration and dysphagia in the new born cleft lip and palate microtia and facial anomalies cranial synostosis pierre robin sequence vascular
malformations choanal atresia and other nasal masses congenital neck masses subglottic stenosis tracheostomy in the newborn and stridor readers will
come away with the information they need to make informed clinical decisions to improve patient outcomes
Geriatric Dermatology, an Issue of Clinics in Geriatric Medicine 2013-04-12

this issue of clinics in geriatric medicine features expert clinical reviews on geriatric dermatology which includes current information on topics such as diagnosis and management of bullous disease common skin cancers in older adults psoriasis management of pressure ulcers management of venous stasis disease approach to diabetic and vascular ulcers diagnosis and management of soft tissue infections cutaneous fungal infections in older adults management of scabies and generalized pruritus herpes zoster and other herpes infections and adverse drug effects in aging skin

Pain Management in the Postpartum Period, An Issue of Clinics in Perinatology 2013-09-25

this issue of clinics in perinatology will carry the reader through the perinatal period and examine pain management throughout that continuum beginning with the genetics of obstetrical pain and opioid use in pregnancy the discussion moves to the provision of anesthesia to the mother and fetus during fetal surgery an area of intense concern and interest in many centers there is an extensive discussion of both pharmacologic and non pharmacologic management of pain during delivery a discussion of regional anesthetic techniques is increasingly relevant in light of increasing evidence of adverse neurodevelopmental consequences of fetal exposure to general anesthetics and sedatives pain its implications and management are extensively covered including discussions of how to assess neonatal pain and how best to provide sedation and non pharmacologic pain management systemic pharmacologic or regional techniques of particular interest are the reviews of the potential neurodevelopmental impact of both the treatment and the failure to adequately treat pain in the newborn this topic is receiving an enormous amount of attention from all those who care for children as well as government and the media

Geriatric Palliative Care, An Issue of Clinics in Geriatric Medicine, 2015-06-14

this issue of clinics in geriatric medicine is devoted to palliative care guest editors thomas smith md and madeline leong md have assembled a group of expert authors to review the following topics palliative care in the era of healthcare redesign communications to patients communications by professionals international palliative care public health and palliative care culturally relevant palliative care spirituality religion and healing in palliative care alternative complementery and mainstream therapies in palliative care symptom management in the older adult interaction of palliative care and primary care palliative care in the ambulatory geriatric practice choosing cancer therapy based on geriatric assessment and emergency medicine and palliative care
NASH and NAFLD, An Issue of Clinics in Liver Disease 2017-11-19

obesity has devastating effects on a patient's overall health with specific negative effects on organ systems long term the hepatologist must often manage diseases of the liver and pancreas as a result of obesity this issue will provide a current update on the diagnosis treatment and management of nafl and nash dr bernstein has assembled the top leaders in the field to provide timely clinical reviews articles are devoted to the following topics clinical and economic burden of nafl nash nafl nash in children and its implications natural history of nafl nash diagnosis and evaluation of nafl nash radiological imaging in nafl nash the use of liver biopsy in nafl when to biopsy and in whom pathophysiology of nafl nash risk factors for the development of nafl nash including genetics role of intestinal microbes in nafl nash nafl nash and the metabolic syndrome nafl nash and lipid and insulin resistance nafl nash and cardiac disease current treatment of nafl nash emerging treatment of nafl nash nafld nash and hcc and nafld nash and liver transplantation readers will have a clear understanding of how to manage outcomes for these patients

Rehabilitation in Developing Countries, An Issue of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Clinics of North America 2019-10-05

guest edited by dr joseph jacob this issue of physical medicine and rehabilitation clinics will discuss rehabilitation in developing countries with a foreword written by dr wouter degroote this issue is one of four selected each year by our series consulting editor dr santos martinez of the campbell clinic topics in this issue include but are not limited to epidemiology of disability community based rehabilitation in developing countries rehabilitation in disaster relief rehabilitation in latin america rehabilitation in africa rehabilitation in china rehabilitation in nepal rehabilitation in bangladesh rehabilitation in malaysia rehabilitation in south india rehabilitation technology for developing countries and facilitators and barriers to the rehabilitation workforce among others


information is presented from international authors in the realm of biology physiology basic science and clinical medicine on aspects of skin of interest to the plastic surgeon topics range from skin grafting and the physiology of aging skin through dermal substitutes and skin tissue engineering
Top Research in Podiatry Education, An Issue of Clinics in Podiatric Medicine and Surgery 2020-03-07

dr thomas chang and will feature review articles from physicians at the following 9 institutions des moines university college of podiatric medicine and surgery arizona school of podiatric medicine temple university school of podiatric medicine samuel merritt california school of podiatric medicine kent state university college of podiatric medicine new york college of podiatric medicine dr william m scholl college of podiatric medicine barry university school of podiatric medicine western university college of podiatric medicine topics covered in the issue include mechanics of the jones fracture 3d printing for foot and ankle surgical planning and research orthoplastic approach for diabetic foot salvage multi drug resistant organisms with new technology motion analysis is being used to advance podiatric biomechanics gene expression in post op pain and charcot primary deltoid repair in rotational ankle injuries the impact of vitamin d levels in foot and ankle surgery plantar verrucae in hiv infection the role of the podiatrist in assessing and reducing fall risk offloading for the diabetic foot considerations and implications eficancazole use in the diabetic population study the use of virtual reality in podiatric education among others

Cardiac Rehabilitation, An Issue of Clinics in Geriatric Medicine 2019-09-21

this issue of clinics in geriatric medicine guest edited by dr daniel e forman is devoted to cardiac rehabilitation articles in this outstanding issue include cardiac rehabilitation no such thing as too old evaluating and treating frailty in cardiac rehabilitation utility of home based cardiac rehabilitation for older adults benefits of smart devices wearables and other telehealth options to enhance cardiac rehab resistance training in cardiac rehabilitation for older adults high intensity interval training hiit in cardiac rehabilitation for older adults prehabilitation the right medicine for older frail adults anticipating tavr cabg and other cardiovascular care using cardiac rehabilitation to adjust medications in older adults aggressive prevention and deprescribing as 2 sides of the same coin gender disparities in cardiac rehabilitation among older women key opportunities to improve care cardiac rehabilitation for tavr cardiac rehabilitation for heart failure in older adults cardiac rehabilitation for peripheral arterial disease pad in older adults cardiac rehabilitation as part of management in post acute care pac opportunities for improving care and tailoring assessments in cardiac rehabilitation for older adults the relevance of geriatric domains

Hematology, An Issue of Critical Care Nursing Clinics, 2013-11-30

hematology an issue of critical care nursing clinics
Laboratory Medicine in India, An Issue of Clinics in Laboratory Medicine - E-Book 2012-07-03

this issue of clinics in laboratory medicine on the topic of laboratory medicine in india will be guest edited by tester f ashavaid phd facb csci and include the following article topics tuberculosis malaria stis and dengue visceral leishmaniasis neglected tropical diseases hepatitis hiv diabetes cardiovascular diseases stroke hpv cervical screening multiple congenital anomalies down syndrome thalassemia muscle dystrophy spinal muscular atrophy wilson disease hemophilia national and international accreditation blood banking regulations distant testing clinical trials medical tourism international reference labs and diagnostics in diet

Perioperative Considerations in the Surgical Patient, An Issue of Clinics in Podiatric Medicine and Surgery 2018-11-16

guest edited by dr jeffrey shook this issue of clinics in podiatric medicine and surgery will cover several key areas of interest related to perioperative considerations in the surgical patient this issue is one of four selected each year by our series consulting editor dr thomas chang articles in this issue include but are not limited to surgical consent medical consultation prevention of deep venous thromboembolism prophylactic antibiosis preoperative assessment and perioperative management of pulmonary disease preoperative evaluation of the pediatric patient the geriatric patient postoperative convalescence perioperative pain management preoperative evaluation and management of peripheral arterial disease preoperative assessment of the cardiac patient surgery in the patient with renal disease and evaluation and perioperative management of the diabetic patient

Breast Augmentation, an Issue of Clinics in Plastic Surgery 2008-12

breast augmentation has become one of the most frequently performed operations in plastic surgery it is estimated that more than 1 of the adult female population in the united states between 1 and 2 million has undergone breast augmentation surgeons have several different implants to choose from and a variety of implant techniques the aim of this issue is to discuss the various implant methods and materials available and to provide surgeons with a framework for making the best evidence based decision for each patient

Cerebral Palsy, An Issue of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Clinics of North America, E-Book 2019-12-03
this issue of physical medicine and rehabilitation clinics guest edited by dr aloysia l schwabe will cover a number of important topics related to cerebral palsy this issue is one of four each year selected by our series consulting editor dr santos martinez articles in this issue include but are not limited to comprehensive care in cp the expanding role of genetics in cp musculoskeletal imaging in cp updates in medical management of hypertonia biomechanics and lower limb bracing surgical tone reduction in cp motion analysis in pre operative surgical planning technological advances in cp rehabilitation adaptive sports and recreation transition adult orthopedic issues in cp and cprn

Evidence-Based Medicine, An Issue of Orthopedic Clinics, E-Book 2018-03-16

this issue of orthopedics clinics will be surveying a broad range of topics across sub specialty areas on evidence based medicine in orthopedics each issue in the series is edited by an experienced team of surgeons from the campbell clinic articles will discuss the following topics among others use of tourniquets in limb trauma surgery cerebral palsy injection therapies for rotator cuff disease antibiotic prophylaxis in shoulder and elbow surgery venous thromboembolism prophylaxis in shoulder surgery patient reported outcomes in foot and ankle surgery and vted prophylaxis in foot and ankle surgery

Obesity, An Issue of Nursing Clinics, E-Book 2021-11-10

obesity an issue of nursing clinics e book

Current Issues in Clinical Microbiology, An Issue of the Clinics in Laboratory Medicine, E-Book 2020-11-11

this issue of clinics in laboratory medicine guest edited by drs nicole d pecora and matthew pettengill will cover current issues in clinical microbiology this issue is one of four selected each year by our editor in chief dr milenko jovan tanasijevic topics discussed in this issue will include update in diagnostics of bloodstream infections panels and syndromic testing in clinical microbiology lab consolidation and centralization update in susceptibility testing phenotypic and genotypic methods genomics in the clinical microbiology laboratory automation in the clinical microbiology laboratory coronavirus detection in the clinical microbiology laboratory are we ready for identifying and diagnosing a novel strain update on biosafety and emerging infections for the clinical microbiology lab update in clinical mycology point of care testing in microbiology pediatric diagnostic microbiology antimicrobial stewardship what the clinical laboratory needs to know fellowship training for the future clinical microbiology laboratory
director update in diagnostics susceptibility of mycobacterial diseases role of the clinical microbiology lab in one health update in infectious disease diagnosis in surgical pathology and more

**Athletic Injuries of the Hip, An Issue of Clinics in Sports Medicine 2021-03-05**

this issue of clinics in sports medicine will discuss athletic injuries of the hip guest edited by drs dustin richter and f winston gwathmey this issue will cover a number of related topics that are important to practicing clinicians this issue is one of four selected each year by our series consulting editor dr mark miller the volume will include articles on evaluation of the athlete with hip pain hip imaging and injections hip dysplasia hip instability and dislocation hip flexor and iliopsoas disorders hip abductor and peritrochanteric space conditions proximal hamstring injuries stress fractures avulsion injuries the adolescent athlete sex based differences in injury rates and strength and conditioning and rehabilitation of soft tissue injuries of the hip and pelvis among others

**Common Pediatric Issues, An Issue of Primary Care: Clinics in Office Practice,E-Book 2021-07-28**

in this issue of primary care clinics in office practice guest editors luz m fernandez and jonathan a becker bring their considerable expertise to the topic of common pediatric issues provides in depth clinical reviews on common pediatric issues providing actionable insights for clinical practice presents the latest information on this timely focused topic under the leadership of experienced editors in the field authors synthesize and distill the latest research and practice guidelines to create these timely topic based reviews

**Immunology Laboratory Testing,An Issue of the Clinics in Laboratory Medicine 2019-11-02**

this issue of clinics in laboratory medicine guest edited by dr vinay subhash mahajan will focus on immunology laboratory testing topics include but are not limited to analysis of proteins and immunoglobulins in the clinical immunology laboratory antinuclear antibody tests serological diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis anca anti phospholipid antibodies diagnostic pitfalls in autoantibody testing analysis of the complement pathway flow cytometric analysis of immune cell subsets testing of cellular immune function in immunodeficiencies food allergy testing evaluation of the immune response in transplantation laboratory testing in the context of biologics and cellular therapies testing immune related adverse events in cancer immunotherapy molecular diagnosis of inherited immune disorders and future of immunology lab testing
Integrative Medicine, An Issue of Primary Care: Clinics in Office Practice, E-Book 2017-06-28

this issue of primary care clinics in office practice guest edited by drs deborah clements and melinda ring is devoted to integrative medicine articles in this issue include introduction to integrative medicine phytotherapy lifestyle medicine chronic pain gi disorders mental health endocrine disorders oncology and survivorship pediatrics cardiovascular disorders women s health men s health and ethical and legal considerations


guest edited by drs joel stein and leroy r lindsay this issue of physical medicine and rehabilitation clinics will cover several key areas of interest related to technological advances in rehabilitation this issue is one of four selected each year by our series consulting editor dr santos martinez of the campbell clinic articles in this issue include but are not limited to functional electrical stimulation non invasive brain stimulation spinal cord stimulation for motor rehabilitation robotics for limb rehabilitation virtual reality and gaming new technologies in prosthetics and amputee rehabilitation regenerative medicine smart homes and other technology for adaptive living big data and rehabilitation and telemedicine in rehabilitation

Rosacea, An Issue of Dermatologic Clinics, E-Book 2018-03-16

this issue of dermatologic clinics guest edited by drs steven feldman leah a cardwell and sarah l taylor is devoted to rosacea articles in this issue include rosacea pathogenesis genetic predisposition to rosacea epidemiology of rosacea and severity in the population psychosocial burden and other impacts of rosacea of patients quality of life comorbidities of rosacea rosacea triggers alcohol and smoking clinical presentation classification of rosacea and variation in different fitzpatrick skin types rosacea treatment review medical management of facial redness in rosacea procedural treatments for rosacea ocular rosacea rosacea treatment cost and coping with rosacea

guest edited by dr steven moran this issue of hand clinics will cover current concepts and controversies in scaphoid fracture management this issue is one of four selected each year by our series editor in chief dr kevin chung of the university of michigan articles in this issue include but are not limited to imaging for acute and chronic fractures the vascularity of the scaphoid arthroscopic management of non union vascularized grafts long term outcomes of vascularized trochlear grafts for proximal pole reconstruction the management of the healed scaphoid malunion my technique for volar plating of scaphoid non union my technique for the management of scaphoid non union volar vascularized grafts managing the athlete with a scaphoid fracture among others

Geriatrics, An Issue of Medical Clinics of North America, E-Book 2020-09-01

this issue of medical clinics guest edited by dr danelle cayea is devoted to geriatrics articles in this important issue include thoughtful prescribing and deprescribing identifying goals of care overview of brief high yield geriatrics assessment for clinic and hospital fall prevention evaluation and treatment cognitive impairment evaluation and management urinary and bowel symptoms sadness and worry in older adults chronic pain syndromes in older adults osteoporosis evaluation and management of difficult symptoms of older adults primary care perioperative assessment and management challenges related to safety and independence and much more


this online clinics series provides evidence based answers to clinical questions the practicing hospitalist faces daily the seventh issue in our growing online database edited by ian jenkins and nasim afsar manesh covers essential updates in the following topics pleural effusions bacterial meningitis thrombocytopenia novel anticoagulants and more

Dermatology, An Issue of Medical Clinics of North America, 2016-01-19

this issue of medical clinics of north america guest edited by roy colven md is devoted to dermatology articles in this issue include topical therapy primer for the non dermatologist the role of biologic therapies in dermatology commonly used non biologic systemic therapies in dermatology diseases of skin appendages acne alopecia and hyperhidrosis common procedures in dermatology skin cancer epidemiology detection and management psoriasis and cardiovascular disease cutaneous adverse drug reactions consultative inpatient dermatology approach to the patient with diffuse blisters teledermatology nail disease for the primary care provider rheumatologic skin disease and common pediatric skin diseases
Antimicrobial Stewardship, An Issue of Medical Clinics of North America 2018-08-29

this issue of medical clinics guest edited by dr cheston b cunha is devoted to antimicrobial stewardship articles in this issue include principles of antimicrobial stewardship antibiotic resistance in stewardship therapy of resistant organisms a stewardship approach optimal antibiotic dosing strategies the importance of interdisciplinary collaboration in antimicrobial stewardship role of education in antimicrobial stewardship role of the hospital epidemiologist in antimicrobial stewardship role of the clinical microbiology laboratory in antimicrobial stewardship role of new and rapid diagnostics in antimicrobial stewardship antimicrobial stewardship in the community hospital antimicrobial stewardship in long term care facilities role of the pharmacist in antimicrobial stewardship pharmacoeconomic considerations of antimicrobial stewardship programs principles of iv to po switch and po therapy role of technology in antimicrobial stewardship and metrics of antimicrobial stewardship programs

Global Dermatology and Telemedicine, An Issue of Dermatologic Clinics , E-Book 2020-12-04

this issue of dermatologic clinics guest edited by drs victoria williams and carrie kovarik will cover a number of important topics in global dermatology and telemedicine this issue is one of four each year selected by long time series consulting editor dr bruce thiers topics discussion include but are not limited to patterns of skin disease in the context of a high prevalence hiv population in botswana telemedicine and community health projects in asia utilizing technology for dermatology care in tajikistan a health systems perspective community outreach projects to increase dermatology education and access to care in argentina challenges and successes of dermatology training programs in africa developing an electronic platform for global dermatology mentorship and collaboration novel diagnostics for kaposi sarcoma and other skin diseases in resource poor settings implementing a locally made low cost intervention for wound and lymphedema care in western kenya challenges of managing skin disease in migrants and refugees factors affecting quality of life for people living with albinism in botswana and integration of management strategies for neglected tropical diseases affecting the skin

Hypertension, An Issue of Medical Clinics of North America, E-Book 2016-11-24

this issue of medical clinics guest edited by dr edward frohlich is devoted to hypertension articles in this outstanding issue include the kidney in hypertension heart fibrosis apoptosis and cardiac failure myocardial ischemia oxidative stress and hypertensive diseases adherence to antihypertensive therapy aging and hypertension target organs and microbiological considerations in hypertensive diseases obesity and sodium considerations diabetes hypertension and cardiorenal syndrome renal arterial disease cardiac transplantation and hypertensive diseases cardiac failure old and new challenges diastolic dysfunction and hypertension stiffening of large arteries genetics and mechanisms new guidelines for hypertensive diseases and local renin angiotensin systems
Meniscus Injuries, An Issue of Clinics in Sports Medicine, E-Book 2019-12-03

this issue of clinics in sports medicine will provide a comprehensive review of meniscus injuries guest edited by drs brett owens and ramin tabaddor this issue will discuss a number of related topics that are important to practicing clinicians this issue is one of four selected each year by our series consulting editor dr mark miller the volume will include articles on meniscus form and function epidemiology of meniscus injury meniscus repair techniques meniscus root repair meniscus ramp lesions partial meniscus replacement meniscus allograft transplantation meniscus regenerative basic science rehabilitation following meniscus repair return to play following meniscus repair role of alignment and osteotomy in meniscus pathology among others

Surgical Critical Care, An Issue of Surgical Clinics, An Issue of Surgical Clinics, E-Book 2021-11-24

in this issue of surgical clinics guest editor brett h waibel brings his considerable expertise to the topic of surgical clinical care top experts in the field cover key topics such as topical coagulant agents antibiotic therapy in the icu telemedicine and the intensive care unit and more provides in depth clinical reviews on surgical critical care providing actionable insights for clinical practice presents the latest information on this timely focused topic under the leadership of experienced editors in the field authors synthesize and distill the latest research and practice guidelines to create these timely topic based reviews contains 14 relevant practice oriented topics such as ards management of pulmonary illness in era of covid ultrasound and other advance hemodynamic monitoring modalities in the intensive care unit systemic anticoagulation and reversal including direct oral anticoagulants management of decompensated cirrhosis and associated syndromes and more


this issue of clinics in plastic surgery guest edited by dr kevin c chung is devoted to repairing and reconstructing the hand and wrist this issue will cover both soft tissue and the bone and joint articles in this issue include approach to fingertip injuries soft tissue coverage of the digits and hands nerve compression in the upper limb flexor tendon injuries tendon transfers for peripheral nerve palsies tendinopathy managing swan neck and boutonniere deformities the pathogenesis and treatment of the stiff digit nerve tumors of the upper extremity managing mutilating hand injuries efficiency in digital and hand replantation hand infections management of extensor tendon injuries after the flexor tendon thumb basal joint arthritis principles of phalangeal and metacarpal fracture treatment pediatric hand and wrist fractures injuries around the proximal interphalangeal joint treatment of carpal and distal radioulnar joint instability common carpal bone fractures joint fusion and arthroplasty in the hand and treatment of
common congenital hand conditions

Case Studies in Neurology, An Issue of Neurologic Clinics, E-Book 2016-08-02

this issue of the neurologic clinics is being edited by the series consulting editor dr randolph evans and will be a special issue focusing on patient case studies of a board range of neurological diseases and disorders topics and cases covered include but are not limited to cerebrovascular disease multiple sclerosis syncope epilepsy tremor dementia neurologic issues in pregnancy and medicolegal cases


this issue of clinics in plastic surgery guest edited by drs robert f centeno and constantino g mendieta is devoted to gluteal augmentation articles in this outstanding issue include gluteal aesthetic evaluation and classification clinical anatomy in aesthetic gluteal augmentation complications in aesthetic gluteal augmentation practice based patient management strategies in gluteal augmentation sub fascial gluteal implant augmentation sub muscular gluteal augmentation intramuscular gluteal augmentation with implants intramuscular gluteal augmentation the xyz method gluteal augmentation and contouring with autologous fat transfer autologous flap augmentation island technique autologous flap augmentation moustache technique autologous flap gluteal augmentation split gluteal flap technique autologous flap gluteal augmentation purse string technique excisional buttock lifting and revisional procedures

Anesthesiologists in time of disaster, An Issue of Anesthesiology Clinics, E-Book 2021-06-03

this issue of anesthesiology clinics guest edited by drs lee fleisher and jesse raiten focuses on this issue of anesthesiology clinics guest edited by drs alison perate and vanessa olbrecht focuses on anesthesiologists in time of disaster this is one of four issues each year selected by the series consulting editor dr lee fleisher articles in this issue include but are not limited to development of an anesthesiology disaster response plan the initial response to a pandemic anesthesiology experiences from china at the onset of covid19 development of a critical care response experiences from italy during the covid19 pandemic anesthesiology and critical care response to covid19 in resource limited settings experiences from nepal anesthesiology in times of physical disasters earthquakes typhoons tsunamis mass casualty and the role of the anesthesiologist anesthesiology in the active war zone special operations regional anesthesia in the field for trauma victims clinical research redirection and optimization during a pandemic
this issue of dermatologic clinics guest edited by dr seemal r desai of the university of texas southwestern medical center is devoted to therapeutic hotline new developments in dermatology articles in this timely issue address updates in psoriasis hair loss nail diseases photoprotection melanoma pediatric dermatology pigmentary disorders women s skin health acne atopic dermatitis bullous diseases rosacea and genetic skin diseases
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